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With TwinCAT Machine Learning Server as an additional inference engine, 

TwinCAT Machine Learning also meets the increasingly growing requirements 

of machine learning (ML) or deep learning for industrial applications. This is 

because ML models are becoming more and more complex, the execution speed 

is expected to increase, and greater flexibility of inference engines is demanded 

with respect to ML models. 

TwinCAT Machine Learning Server is a standard TwinCAT PLC library and a 

so-called near-real-time inference engine, i.e., in contrast to the two previous 

engines, it is not executed in hard real time, but in a separate process on the IPC. 

In return, basically all AI models can be executed in the server engine and this 

with full support of the standardized exchange format Open Neural Network 

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/tf3820

TwinCAT Machine Learning  
offers further inference engine

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/el7062

EL7062: Flexible and cost-effective stepper 
motor terminal with 6 A total current 

The EL7062 2-channel EtherCAT Terminal is designed for the direct connection 

of two stepper motors in the medium power range of up to 3 A and for a volt-

age range of 8 to 48 V. With flexible parameterization and minimized channel 

costs, the motion interface is suitable for a wide range of applications and for 

price-sensitive stepper motor applications in particular. 

In an extremely compact form factor, the EL7062 EtherCAT Terminal contains 

stepper motor output stage, two digital inputs for limit switches and one  

encoder interface per channel for a wide range of 5 V encoders. Via parameter-

ization, the EL7062 can be flexibly adapted to the motor to be operated and 

the corresponding application requirements. With regard to the input encoder 

signal, the entire spectrum of TTL encoders (5 V differential, single-ended/open 

collector) is supported. Particularly smooth and precise motor operation is  

ensured by very high-resolution microstepping. 

The maximum total output current is 6 A, so that typically two 3 A stepper 

motors can be operated. This can also be configured variably, i.e., the motion 

interface can also be configured for a 2 and a 4 A motor, for example. With the 

ZB8610 fan module, which is available as an accessory, the maximum power 

even increases to 5 A per channel. The use of the EL7062 2-channel variant 

significantly reduces the channel price compared to the 1-channel solutions.

Exchange (ONNX). Furthermore, there are AI-optimized hardware options for 

this TwinCAT product that enable scalable performance. 

The TwinCAT Machine Learning Server can operate in classic parallelization on 

CPU kernels, either using the integrated GPU of the Beckhoff Industrial PCs or 

accessing dedicated GPUs, e.g., from NVIDIA. This provides an inference engine 

with maximum flexibility in terms of models and high performance in terms of 

hardware. Applications can be found in predictive and prescriptive models as 

well as in machine vision and robotics. Examples include image-based methods 

for sorting or evaluating products, for defect classification as well as defect or 

product localization, and for calculating gripping positions.
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